
 

EMILY CARR UNIVERSITY OF ART + DESIGN AND LAT49 PARTNER 
TO DEVELOP LOCATION-FOCUSED IPHONE APPLICATION 
 

ReCite - A Social + Interactive Media Centre Project  
  
Vancouver, BC | Emily Carr and Lat49, the location-focused ad network, have announced plans to develop an application for 
the Apple iPhone. Named ReCite, the application will serve movement and location aware content to users. ReCite runs on 
users’ phones and delivers media content based on their location and pattern of geographical movement.  
 
“Emily Carr is very excited to be working with Lat49, and benefitting from their experience in location-focused digital content 
delivery,” says Maria Lantin, Emily Carr’s Director of Intersections Digital Studios. “This application will provide a meaningful 
way for the public to engage with cultural content outside of a gallery setting, and within the context of their lives.”   
 
The application will showcase the work of prominent local cultural producers including Emily Carr faculty and students, 
providing an opportunity for them to connect to a locally engaged public. ReCite will be a celebration of Vancouver, and other 
future cities’, arts and culture.   
 
“Lat49 is pleased to work with Emily Carr and leveraging our Location Logic technology not only for the delivery of location-
targeted ads, but for any type of rich-media on mobile devices,” said Lat49 CEO, Christopher Morris.  “With all eyes on 
Vancouver stemming from the Olympic and Paralympic games, we’re especially excited to be working with a fellow 
Vancouver-based organization like Emily Carr.”   
 
The research being conducted by Emily Carr and Lat49 focuses on the integration of movement patterns around the city to the 
delivery of just-in-time content.  The outcomes aim to engage Vancouverites with their city in unique and surprising ways.   
 
ReCite is a project of the Social + Interactive Media Centre (SIM Centre) at Emily Carr. The SIM Centre is a new research 
centre that supports a wide range of applied social, interactive and design projects. Funded by a 5-year grant from the Natural 
Sciences and Engineering Research Council (NSERC), the Centre offers BC companies a way to tap the design, creative and 
technical expertise of Emily Carr faculty and students. 
 

"Maria Lantin, Suzi Webster and the rest of the Emily Carr team have helped Lat49 explore a whole new direction for their 
location-based services by marrying mobile technology with cultural creativity," says Alexandra Samuel, SIM Centre Director. 
“ReCite will create a media-rich experience which users can enjoy as a part of their daily urban explorations.” 
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ABOUT LAT49  
 Lat49 is a fast-growing location-focused advertising network made up of websites and mobile applications delivering Real Estate, Travel, Health & Fitness, 
News, Weather and Traffic information.  Lat49 provides local and brand advertisers with an interactive medium for delivering geo-targeted display ads to a 
large and actively engaged user community, based on Lat49’s Location Logic ad selection and delivery technology.  For mobile and web developers, Lat49 
transforms online maps, websites and mobile applications from cost centers into revenue-generating properties.  Visit www.lat49.com  for more details. 
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